EDITORIAL
The third year of CORE is
almost over and indeed, a lot
has happened. I once learned
that to be successful, a project
must first go through a period
of chaos and disorder, whether
through design or organically.
With 70 partners from all parts
of the globe ranging from
researchers to private companies
and authorities, providing both
software and hardware solutions
– you name it, any stakeholders
who play a role within the Supply
Chain are involved.
However, as in real life, they
don’t always share the same
understanding of objectives
or views on how things should
be done. So, initial chaos and
disorder was guaranteed and
it almost promised to be a real
Hollywood blockbuster, but
not necessarily with the ‘happy
ending’.
Despite a somewhat fragile
and chaotic start, CORE is now
seeing some real tangible results
and this newsletter provides
the proof points. We have
several demos which are close
to delivering their promise but
that doesn’t mean that other
Work Packages won’t succeed
– on the contrary. It just simply
means that we will showcase
them in our next newsletter!
It’s important to note that
there is more to CORE than
just this newsletter. There is a
CORE movie – perhaps not the
blockbuster I referred to earlier
but I’m sure you’ll agree, it does
have the ‘happy ending’. Both
myself and some of the other
partners have already presented
this movie to several different
audiences and the feedback has
been positive – so much so that
further engagement with these
stakeholders has ensued.

Less visible but equally important
is the fact that some of the CORE
results will also be used in other
initiatives and projects including
the Digital Transport and
Logistics Forum (DTLF). DTLF
is a three-year initiative focused
on creating a digital single
market for logistics whereby
representatives of authorities
and associations jointly develop
policy actions for the European
Commission.
So, congratulations to those
CORE project partners that have
been working hard to move from
concept to implementation. And,
let’s not forget those partners
that were integral in writing the
original proposal because what
they helped to write was not
only visionary but doable which
doesn’t happen all that often.
The next challenge for the
project is selling the results – or
in Supply Chain terms: delivering
the right product, on time to the
right place.
In the meantime, enjoy this
edition of our newsletter and do
not hesitate to share with your
wider network.

Nik Delmeire
Overall Coordinator, CORE

NEXT GENERATION
CONTAINER SCANNING
FOR A SAFER FUTURE
The supply chain security approach in CORE is layered:
alternative control and supervision approaches to detect
illegitimate containers are complemented by innovative
container scanning systems. The Next Generation
Scanning System Agenda in CORE combines enhanced
effectiveness with minimizing disruptions in the supply
chain, as is demonstrated in the article of Smiths
Detection, Work Package 2 leader in CORE.
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CONTAINER SCANNING
FOR A SAFER FUTURE Cont’d
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State-of-the-art container
scanning is being developed
for CORE by one of the world’s
leading experts in detecting
weapons, biohazards,
radioactive material, narcotics
and contraband.

The aim is to verify as quickly
and accurately as possible
whether a container holds only
its declared legal cargo and
is not harbouring contraband,
weapons, explosives, drugs, or
toxic materials.

Smiths Detection is designing
both hardware and software for
the next generation of container
scanners, which will speedup throughput and improve
detection.

Smith’s role in helping
to improve supply chain
security (SCS) focuses on
the physical development
of a new scanning system,
while other CORE partners
are looking at other enabling
technologies such as supply

chain and supply chain risk
visibility, seamless data
interoperability, automatic
identification and data capture,
as well as tracking and tracing
technologies.
The need for advanced
X-ray analysis becomes
more pressing in light of the
increasing volume of container
shipping and the demands for
improved speed and efficiency.

The vision is that this
new scanning system,
developed on an existing
platform, will become
standard across the
shipping industry.

New hardware will increase the
rate at which containers are
scanned, from around 100-150
per hour to between 300 and
500. And, new software will
give operators the tools that
they need for faster, accurate
analysis of images to prevent
bottlenecks. Operator-assist
features include automatic
detection of certain substances
and the highlighting of
suspicious areas within a
container.

Another key advantage of the
New Generation Scanning
System is interoperability.
Customs authorities and
security agencies require
different information from a
container X-ray, so the system
will enable various operators to
select the most relevant data
display for them on the image.
Having developed the
capability, Smiths Detection is
now working to integrate the
technology into a demonstrator
for factory testing and design
review.

The next stage, towards
the end of this year, will
be demonstrating the new
system in the field through
collaboration with Dutch
Customs.
The vision is that this new
scanning system, developed
on an existing platform, will
become standard across the
shipping industry.

PUTTING THE ‘SMART’ INTO
SMART CONTAINERS
CORE brings the Internet of Things to logistics. Real-time visibility is a key
requirement in realizing the CORE ambition and deployment of smart container
sensors is crucial to achieving this. CORE wants to accelerate global deployment
by exploring a highly innovative container sensor concept: the sensor-embedded
hybrid composite containers. CORE also demonstrates the use and value of stateof-the-art container sensors, such as the Babbler-sensor in the FloraHolland and
Seacon demonstrators to control the temperature of perishables and safeguard the
integrity of the container.

The P&G demo goes even
further where temperature
sensors are being applied in
a technology concept to offer
a sustainable alternative for
reefer container transport.
Smart containers have as much
potential to revolutionise world
trade as the introduction of
standard steel boxes in the
1950s and ‘60s. But the wideranging security, visibility, and
management advantages that
smart containers offer the
global supply chain depend on
one thing: an ability to maintain
the devices that deliver them.
That is why one CORE project
team is collecting every scrap
of data required to ensure the
smartest possible development
of the technology that will
drive the new world shipping
revolution.

Container sensors can detect
tamper attempts, monitor
temperature, communicate
position, and much more.
But how do different sensors
perform under diverse
conditions? What is the
best way to embed them?
Will they withstand extreme
environments? And how do
you ensure power-dependent
technology continues to
operate without constant
maintenance?
Building a rich, mineable
database of facts, supported
by solid research, is essential
for finding the best solutions
and presenting a compelling
business case for a smarter
supply chain.
Step one for this CORE work
package was to review the
requirements for container
sensors: what should they be
able to do, what electronics

would be needed, and which
materials would work best
for the new breed of smart
container?
Using composite materials in
place of steel makes containers
lighter and allows sensors to be
embedded in their fabric. So, a
prototype container, designed
by the European Commission’s
Joint Research Centre (JRC),
was drafted in to the research
project.
Having selected the sensors
needed to acquire all the
information demanded of a
smart container and installed
them in the prototype, the
project team is now looking at
how they perform in situ.

A critical element of
this research is around
communication. In today’s
era of the Internet of Things
(IoT), we take for granted the
ability of smart devices to send
and receive data: the internetenabled thermostat that lets
you adjust your heating via
an app, the smart fridge that
alerts you to a milk shortage,
the digital doorlock that allows
you to create a virtual key for
guests.
While these devices are lowcost to produce and run, they
demand constant charging
and maintenance. Processing
power has doubled every
couple of years, but batteries
are only twice as efficient as
they were a decade ago.
With an estimated 20 million
containers traversing the
world, the need to continually

recharge and replace
batteries would make any
smart system unviable, so
one of the key challenges for
this CORE team is to look at
minimising the sensors’ energy
requirements to ensure their
reliable operation with nominal
maintenance.
Perhaps power could also
be harvested from the kinetic
energy inherent in container
shipping? The data being
collected will help answer
some of these questions.
Container sensors must be
smart enough to perform their
tasks, but not unnecessarily
smart in order to conserve
power. It is the same with
mobile phones: if you only
want to send texts, you
would not choose an energyhungry, all-singing, all-dancing
smartphone for the job.

The research team is looking
at an energy-efficient ‘Chinese
whispers’ approach for
container communication.
Imagine someone trying to
make himself heard on the
other side of a vast crowded
room. He could scream at the
top of his voice which would
take a lot of energy, or he could
whisper to the person next to
him and start a message chain.
A multi-hop system would
be a highly energy-efficient
way for containers to impart
information: “Container X has
received an alarm. Pass it on”.
This CORE work package,
which also seeks to foster
collaboration between the EU
and the US, is making sure
all the facts are on the table
to enable the development of
smart containers that live up to
their name.

REFRIGERATE OR
TAKE A CHANCE?
P&G FINDS A THIRD
SOLUTION
Detergent is just one
consumer product that
needs protection from
extreme temperatures during
transportation. It doesn’t need
to be refrigerated, but it is
designed to be shipped and
stored at room temperature
and when the mercury rises
too high it gets feverish: the
active enzymes are denatured
and the product spoils.
Refrigeration adds a lot to
shipping costs, so researchers
at Procter and Gamble (P&G)
began looking for a simpler
solution to protect their
products from over-heating
in the supply chain where, in
hotter months, temperatures
can go well above the
35ºC safety threshold for
detergents.
With fellow CORE partner
Sunwell Technologies, they
developed a passive, costeffective, ultra-low-energy
cooling system code-named
Ice Cube - a palette-shaped
box of ice that fits into any
standard container or trailer.
Slim ‘blanket’ panels fold out
to surround the other palettes
in the load and, whenever the
temperature rises above a
pre-set threshold, the ice starts
to melt and a battery-powered
pump circulates cooling
water around the cargo via a
coil in the blanket. When the
temperature drops sufficiently,
the ice stops circulating.

Tests have shown that Ice
Cube – trade name ChillX –
only needs to intervene for a
couple of hours a day even
when outside temperatures
soar, enabling the unit to
keep a load cool for up to five
weeks.
The invention complements
existing transport options,
filling the small but important
gap between using costly
refrigerated units when
shipping goods susceptible to
spikes in temperature, or using
non-refrigerated containers
and simply trusting to luck.
P&G is making the technology
available to logistics service
providers via open licence,
in the hope that they will
turn ChillX into a commercial
product, enabling the Ice
Cube solution to be widely
adopted by the market.
“This could be huge for the
industry,” says P&G Research
Fellow Sergio Barabarino. “Ice
Cube is not in competition with
refrigeration. It gives logistics
providers the opportunity to
offer an alternative solution
that can be retro-fitted in the
existing supply chain for a
large class of products, saving
shippers 30% in transport
costs when full refrigeration is
not essential.

“The ChillX unit takes
up one palette space in
a standard 25-palette
container, whereas
refrigeration reduces
capacity by two palettes.
Refrigerated units also
require an energy source
and emit 40% more CO2.
“As soon as a commercial
product is available, P&G
will buy it. The economic
benefits will immediately
offset our development
costs.”
Ice Cube in numbers
• 1 palette space
• 600-700kg of ice
• Up to 5 weeks of cooling time
• 30% lower transport costs than refrigeration
• 40% lower CO2 emissions than refrigeration

The technology could
also be applied in reverse
to protect shipments
sensitive to extreme cold
– an enticing prospect
for the burgeoning rail
freight operation between
Europe and China. The first
intermodal train ran between
the continents just five years
ago: today there are 6,000
trains a year, many carrying
electronic goods through
territory where temperatures
go below -20ºC.
“Instead of melting ice to
keep things cool, you can
crystallise water to keep
cargo warm,” explains
Sergio. “The idea needs
more development but it is
an exciting opportunity for
this booming market.”
Having run static tests and
an Ice Cube simulation on a
sample route between Spain
and South Africa, the CORE
team is now looking to
conduct a pilot for a logistics
service provider keen to
make ChillX available to
shippers worldwide.

LOW-COST DIGITAL SEAL
HELPS SPEED SUPPLY CHAIN
If customs authorities can be
confident a container has not
been opened between sealing and arrival at its destination, they will be less likely
to inspect the consignment.
Fewer inspections mean fewer delays and a faster supply
chain
But traditional container
seals are notoriously unreliable. Cue Babbler: a new lowcost digital seal that requires
no installation in the fabric
of the truck or container and
enables the integrity of the
shipment to be monitored
online.
You simply stick a Babbler
on the inside of a container
or trailer door, lock up the
shipment, and activate the
seal via smartphone app.
The seal is broken if Babbler’s sensors detect light.
Both the seal status and the
temperature of the cargo can
be inspected wirelessly via
Bluetooth or a long range
radio option, LoRa.

The LoRa network for Internet of Things applications is
now widely available across
Europe and enables customs authorities to access
the Babbler log some hours
before a vessel berths.
Developed by Dutch software specialists Itude Mobile, Babbler was initially
tested for CORE by FloraHolland, a giant flower auction
cooperative seeking to help
Kenyan growers to reduce
their logistics costs and
simplify the import/export
process.
The system has now been
adopted by CORE partner
Seacon Logistics in a bid
to establish trusted trade
lanes around the world: that
is trade lanes where inspections are less likely because
customs can rely on Babbler
logs to reveal if a container
has been opened in transit.

“We gave Dutch Customs
Babbler to test and they were
unable to bypass the seal,”
said Itude Mobile founder
Robin Puthli.
Working closely with the
Dutch authorities, Seacon
is about to expand use of
Babbler into trade lanes with
the US.
Early tests with FloraHolland
demonstrated the particular
benefits of Babbler for organisations shipping perishable goods. Flowers must
be kept at 0.5ºC to maintain
quality, but when a container
is opened, the temperature
inside rises. Avoiding unnecessary inspections preserves
freshness as well as speeding delivery.

“But the price of protection
is critical in this market,”
explained Roel Huiden,
supply chain consultant
at FloraHolland. “Costly
security devices available
to shippers of high-value
cargoes are simply not
an option. For low-value
goods – especially those
that spoil easily - Babbler
offers protection at an
affordable price.”
Babbler, named after a
vocal song bird, even
exposed a diesel theft
during one test in Kenya.
A refrigerated container
of flowers was sealed in
Nairobi before making
the long road journey to
Mombasa, during which
thieves disconnected
the generator for half an
hour so they could safely
syphon off fuel.
But Babbler sang: it
recorded the unexpected
spike in temperature,
revealing the time of the
theft and helping pinpoint
those responsible.

Website:
www.coreproject.eu
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13507048
Email: Coordinator: Nik Delmeire , ESC
n.delmeire@europeanshippers.eu
Technical manager: Gerwin Zomer, TNO
gerwin.zomer@tno.nl
Admin manager: Rory Doyle, BMT
rdoyle@bmtmail.com
Paul van de Lande
Dissemination Coordinator,
Core

WHAT’S NEXT?
More and more results will become available in the fourth year of CORE. The demonstrators are
in their ‘do’ and ‘check’ phase - secure and trusted trade lanes, dashboards and data pipelines
have been realized and tested. Risk mitigation and supply chain visibility tools are ready for
implementation and being tested in the different demonstrators.
Before the next external review in June
this year, there are Deliverables due on the
following subjects:

CORE will be presented at a variety of
conferences, workshops and logistics and
SC event worldwide, including:

• Next generation container scanning
(WP2)
• The MTVA suite components for
authorities (WP3)
• SC scheduling and risk simulation (WP5)
• The CORE connectivity infrastructure
(WP7)
• Ecosystem dashboards and components
(WP8)
• CORE Supply Chain and Visibility
Analysis Components (WP9)
• Tracking and tracing of dangerous goods
(WP16)
• Report on standardization (WP19)
• Embedded sensor technology
installation, testing and simulation
(WP22)
• Set-up of the large-scale demonstrator
(WP23)

• Intermodal Asia, Shanghai
• Logistics Innovation through
Collaboration Day, Brussels
• DTLF, Brussels
• Global Liner Shipping Conference,
Hamburg
• CSCMP conference, Barcelona
• ERS conference, Barcelona
• Joint Brokerage and Pitching Event, Paris
• 11th Hi-Tech Supply Chain Summit
Europe, Munich
• WCO-IT 2017 conference, Tblisi
• 8th Port Security Technology, London
• eGOV 2017 conference, St. Petersburg
• IPIC 2017
• 12th International Congress on Logistics
and SCM Systems: ICLS17

